From FFI Practitioner

In this week’s edition, we are pleased to feature a selection of family business cases published in FFI Practitioner earlier this year. These cases can serve as effective tools to incorporate in consulting and educational work with clients and further the FFI Practitioner mission to provide readers with practical materials that support their work with multi-generational family enterprises.
Entrepreneurship

“From Single Business to Portfolio of Businesses: When does the family business become a business family?”
by Marta Widz and Benoit Leleux

Family & Business Interface

“Chain of Command Violations: Three traps for the family business”
by Mitzi Perdue

Family Office

“Challenges that Asian Families Face in Developing a Full-service Family Office”
by Paul Chung, Jeremy Cheng, and Chin Chin Koh
Leadership

“Seats, Sources, and Fish Ponds”
by Bruce Walton

Legal

“Trust Owned Family Enterprises: Pitfalls and practical suggestions when naming trustees who also serve on Board of Directors: A case study”
by Patricia Annino

Succession

“Is Traditional Successor Induction Still Relevant for Family Firms?”
by Zografia Bika, Peter Rosa, and Fahri Karakas
Write for FFI Practitioner

Do you have an interesting case that you'd like to share with other advisors? If so, please consider writing for FFI Practitioner.

READ MORE

Related Article

To see an earlier edition featuring additional family business cases that can be used with clients, go here:

"Cases for Clients"
by FFI Practitioner

READ MORE